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Abstract :   A door which serves as an entrance to the home or office isn’t just about keeping the bad guys out,
it’s also about letting the right people in-like family, friends. With the Smart door access system, you can lock
or unlock door from your smartphone over internet or Bluetooth and allow entry for you family, friends.[4] An
android application will be used to interface the door locking system, making it easier for the people to control
the very door itself remotely.[1] Facial Recognition is also used for making it easier to unlock the door, by just
looking into camera one can unlock door, given, his image is present in the database. Smartphone’s application
based control will require an internet connection.[8] Project is designed keeping in the mind the complete
security and automation of the homes/offices.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Safety is a basic requirement of every living being. Be it a safety of his belongings or safety of his own life. We

have been taking several measures in order to attain it to live a worry free life.
For example, we rely on Health insurances to take care of our health expenses in the time of any disaster.

Likewise, for our houses we have a traditional method of using locks and keys. But now, as humans are getting
busier day by day, the use of traditional locks and keys can be cumbersome. There can be a lot of problems if we
don’t advance to a smarter technology.

For example, with a traditional lock, you cannot allow any of your friend or guest to get to your place if your
doors are locked and you’re not in town to get to your home and unlock it. Or if you lost your keys, you either have
to find a locksmith or break the very lock itself.

This is where our smart locking device come to the scene. A lock which is authorized by a person’s face using
a mere camera of any kind. This ensures that only people with registered face IDs can access the doors.[3] Not
just that, the person can wirelessly open his door from any part of the world. All he need is to be connected to the
internet. This concept covers the field of automation and security. Might be the one big step in making home
smarter and more secure [9]

Objectives

1. To make an automated lock for doors which works on signals.
2. Getting the locking device connect to the internet and also enabling the Bluetooth module for short distance

signaling.
3. Installing a camera in-front of doors which will be used for face detection authorization.
4. Making an App for phones which will use the phone’s front camera for the authorization and can send

unlocking signal via Bluetooth or the internet.
5. Keeping the logs of by whose faces the door has been opened.

6. A friend’s list section in the app which can be used to grant other people temporary access to your doors.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Proposed system and algorithms are given in section II. Paper
results are presented in section III. Conclusions are given in section IV.

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM AND ALGORITHM

Smart door lock working algorithm

In this project we have a microcontroller board which is the core of the design , interfacing the smartphone
with the door lock for locking or unlocking the same .

Door lock is controlled by servo motors, which is activated by the microcontroller on receiving the command
from the communicating device (here smartphone).

For opening and closing the door first connection to the hosting server is checked .If the connection is not
found then it will try to connect to the hosting server[1]

After this facial recognition is done through pie camera via scilab if the person is standing in front of the
door [5]

If the face matches with the image present in database, then, microcontroller command to open the door and
notify the user[6]

A Wi-Fi/Bluetooth module is also provided for remotely controlling the door using an android application for
this: Data Sent over the application will be used to give command to microcontroller. In turn microcontroller
activates the servo to lock/unlock the door lock.[9]

DESIGN & METHODOLOGY

1. Microcontroller Board – to serve as the main control hardware of the project.

2. A servo motor attached to a lock bar will be the door lock which will act according to the microcontroller’s
signal.

Fig. 1.

3. Designing of algorithms for interfacing the motors with the microcontroller.

4. Connecting the microcontroller to the internet so that signals can be sent to the microcontroller online.

5. Designing a mobile app which can authorize the lock using face detection and sends a signal to the
microcontroller to lock/unlock the door.

6. Enabling Bluetooth module on the microcontroller to pair up with any smartphone for short distance
signaling.

7. Pairing Calling bell and Alarm with the microcontroller.

8. Setting up profile database over the cloud.

9. Final Testing
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Fig. 2. Door locking/unlocking model

3. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT

A simple Bluetooth enabled lock was made to determine the time consumption in locking or unlocking the
door and results were as followed:

Door state Execution time (approx.)

Open 2 seconds

Close 2 seconds

Figure 2 shows the image processing done through scilab and Figure 3 shows the app available for the
implementation of this project through smartphones. The system acts within the range of 2-3 second from getting
facial recognition to initiating the DC motor to open the door [7]. When someone break in the smart lock sends a
notification to people with registered face IDs and there’s an option for the user to trigger an alarm from his
smartphone or otherwise gives a log of information to the main user which usually takes 1.5-2 second. The proposed
smart locking system has several implementations problems [8] .The first problem conceives with the availability of
internet services around it which would make it somewhat difficult to access the door from the farthest location.
Second, whenever the door opens or closes, it can be possible that a person can go inside by the means of other
person these problems will be resolved in future.

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.
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4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a smart door lock with advanced security features and is designed to work on the Internet of
Things. The designed smart door lock senses the impact of an invalid visitor and alerts the user giving notification on
his/her mobile. It can be used in every household or in office to minimize the human efforts and can save a lot of
time. It nullifies the risk of keys getting lost or stolen. As the system is online, a person can lock/unlock doors from
anywhere around the world at his own convenience. The logs created, can viewed by any of the registered users so
that they can check at what time did the person unlocked/locked the door.

1. It can be used in every household or in office to minimize the human efforts and can save a lot of time.
2. It nullifies the risk of keys getting lost or stolen.
3. As the system is online, a person can lock/unlock doors from anywhere around the world at his own

convenience.
4. It can also be used or physically disabled people[9]

1. Anti-Theft Reporting

Smart locking System for homes : When someone break in, the smart lock sends a notification to people
with registered face IDs and there’s an option for the user to trigger an alarm from his smartphone.

2. Extra Functions

The logs created, can viewed by any of the registered users so that they can check at what time did the person
unlocked/locked the door.

A notification will be sent to the registered user if any person rings the bell when you are not home.

3. Cross-Platform Compatability

Users can operate their smart lock from any Android or iOS device.
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